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CRAFTSMAN® Announces VERSASYSTEM™ Garage Makeover Sweepstakes
VERSASYSTEM™ - Stack. Hang. Organize.

TOWSON, MD (July 10, 2019) – Starting today, CRAFTSMAN® fans can enter for a chance to win a dream garage
makeover in the CRAFTSMAN® VERSASYSTEM™ Garage Makeover Sweepstakes. One winner will become the
proud new owner of a full range of storage solutions, including VERSASTACK™ stacking towers, VERSATRACK™
trackwall, metal tool storage, a variety of tools, equipment, and more.

Announced at the 2018 CRAFTSMAN Influencer Event, VERSASYSTEM™ continues to expand, providing a wide
range of storage solutions to help users stay organized. For organization on-the-go, VERSASTACK™ provides
portable stacking tool boxes and organizers. The VERSASTACK™ System Tower (CMST60403) is the core of this
line of storage solutions and can be built upon to expand tool storage capacity. The System Tower offers 3
essential products including a bottom rolling unit for large tools and items, a middle suitcase for power tools
and hand tools, and an organizer with removable cups for small parts on top. All 3 units connect to each other
through side latches for secure maneuverability.

For garage and shop wall hanging, VERSATRACK™ gets tools off the floor and out of the way until they’re
needed to get the job done. The 20 PC. VERSATRACK™ Starter Kit (CMST22000), the rails mount to drywall,
studs or masonry and can hold up to 75 lb. per linear foot. When combined with CRAFTSMAN® hooks and
accessories, they latch to the rails to prevent them from falling off when you remove your stored item.

Finally for stationary storage and organization, CRAFTSMAN metal tool chests, toolboxes, cabinets,
workbenches, and bins provide space to store tools, equipment, and accessories all in the right place. Proudly
made in the USA with global materials in Sedalia, Missouri, the 3000 Series 54-in. Wide 8 Drawer Rolling Tool
Cabinet (CMST25480RB) utilizes an all steel I-Frame Double Wall Construction. Each drawer can support 120
lbs. and features heavy-duty, soft-close drawer slides that gently pull themselves shut without slamming. Pride
in a job well done starts with taking pride in the tools used and a clean and organized workspace. That’s why
nearly every CRAFTSMAN tool and storage solution doesn’t just work well, it works well together.

With the CRAFTSMAN VERSASYSTEM™, more organization options mean more possibilities and potential. For
more information on VERSASYSTEM™, visit the CRAFTSMAN website here. For more information on the
CRAFTSMAN® VERSASYSTEM™ Garage Makeover Sweepstakes and to enter for a chance to win, visit the
CRAFTSMAN website here.

###

About CRAFTSMAN:
CRAFTSMAN is an American icon that homeowners, home builders, auto enthusiasts and master mechanics have
trusted since 1927 – and today’s CRAFTSMAN continues that legacy. With a focus on reliable, high-performance
tools, storage and equipment, CRAFTSMAN has revived its long-established pride in superior quality. Now it’s
easier than ever to get the tools trusted for generations at more places than ever. For more information visit
www.craftsman.com or follow CRAFTSMAN on Facebook, Instagram and Twitter.
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